FastCAM® MTO™ (Material Take Off) enables buyers of steel to create and submit request for quotes which contain detailed true shape part data geometry and material requirements.

Import existing CAD files including CAM, DXF, DWG, NC1 (DSTV), cut and paste part data or use the intelligent data entry interface for both plate and structural sections. FastCAM® MTO™ captures true shape part geometry including profiling, bevelling, internal penetrations, drilled holes and marking. All information is saved in a single electronic quote file which can be emailed directly to steel service centers for immediate quoting.

Plate and sections can be easily sorted by product and displayed with relevant detail such as mass, surface area, & quantities.
FastCAM® MTO™
NEW STANDARD TO ELECTRONICALLY
CREATE A DETAILED REQUEST FOR QUOTE

Trade in electronic detailed MTO files with steel suppliers for a quicker turn around time for accurate quotes.
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